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Starting min-cost perfect matching
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If we do BFS of GM starting from ↳e F

we can label each vertex with the

~length of shortest path in G from Lif to Vi
M

Car this d(r).

Edges of Gr say (u,v), are either

"advancing": d(r) =d(u) +1
or

"retreating": d(r) <d(n)

Def. A bonof augmenting pans is an

Getwise) maximal collection of vertex-disjoint-

advancing augmenting paths. (Those composed of advancing edges.)

AlgorA-ihm

initialize n=0.
while G has an M-angmentingpath:

letP.,--PKbe a blocking set of augmenting paths,

M =Ma((,r...v()
endwhit

output M

Lamya. Ifthe shortestMrangmenting path has length
atthe startof an iteration of the H-K algorithm,
them at the end of thatiteration the shortest

augmenting path length is 2 l.

b. LetM be thematchingat the end of that

iteration and letI be a shortestMP-augmenting path.



P =R., e, 42, ...., Ur

We know Us, Ur are free inM.

: they are also free in M.

a vertex, once matched in thealgorithm
never bon free)comes

Consider the sequence duo, d(a, ..., url.
for each pair (ni,uiti) either theedge (ui,wiri)=E(Em
or (Witi, wie ((Gm).
The case luin,Kile [(GM) only happens if (ui,with

dwas in the blocking se of augmenting paths.W

Them d(uix) =d(ni) + 1.
s Crei,with advancing

The case (ui, Uixi) -[(GM)
Then duix) * dil +1. equality if and onlyi

- (ni,with is advancing.
dur) =0 by inductively applying this inequality -

dur)= because Or is free in M, and

d(YIl for a vent by assumption.

:. r=l.

The only way r
=I could hold is it d(urril- d(uil +1

for Wi i
=

0,-,-1.

Then all edges crei,Uiril belong the[(GM) and are advancing.
=>P is an advancing M-augmenting path.
=>[maximality ofblocking set VIP intersectsVbysett-

f
endpoints of P all of these are matched

are tree in M
in M

The interior of P contains a vertexin theblocking sets
00

say Ho
.

Ho U. R2 U ver Us Ho ey~
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Path P: -
o-

The edge of 'containing u Levg, edge us," in

our diagram) can have only one orientation in GM.
Butthe proof requires both orientations. S



Running time analysis

Hom mayy by
iterations occur before

the shortestM-augmenting path length exceeds in?

Ans. Atmost .

/Shortestpath length starts at1, increases by
atleast2 in each iteration)

How Many loop iterations

shortest M-augmenting outter
the

exceeds in?

If M* isa maximum matching, 1:=(MA) - (M)

then M*OM has at leastK vertex-disjoint

Many paths, and they all have in vertices.

So now n = k<G.

Each iteration after thatincreases size of M

by atleast 1 > atmostin iterations remain

Total. H-K aly has set outer bop iterations.
-

Running time 0 (mm).


